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 E� icient procurement with
 Orchestra in use at simple system

The procurement accounts for most of the purchase price for C-parts. Of the applicable costs of a C-part, the 
actual value of the goods is only 20 percent. The simple system platform set itself the task of o� ering companies 
a cost-e� ective option for more convenient procurement of C-parts, and thus to save process costs.

A central port of call for the purchasing department

As a dynamic and flexible hub, Orchestra enables sustained and simple networking of buyers and sellers. 
Fast and transparent handling of inbound and outbound communication is achieved by Orchestra: 

A central port of call for the entire communications

  A clever 
 marketplace for B2B

Advantages at a glance:
+  Extensive supplier & article diversity

+  Consolidation of the order processes

+  Clarity and manageability

+ Minimum procurement e� ort

+  Digitalisation of the procurement

+  Optimisation of the processes

The simple system platform is a clever marketplace for procurement. Suppliers submit their catalogues and 
assortments, and simple system consolidates this large diversity of suppliers and articles for the buyers. In 
this way, a central process is produced from many di� erent and complex procurement processes. In the bun-
dle of catalogues, simple system lists more than 500 suppliers and manages around 60 million articles. 

Through simple system, 1,500 active customers can enable any number of suppliers and order in a central 
place. This gives the customer an improved overview and optimises the buying processes. In addition, the 
buyers can retain all negotiated conditions and transfer them to the platform. Thanks to the process cost opti-
misation, it is also possible to renegotiate prices.
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Orchestra networks 
 suppliers & buyers

To ensure smooth, faultless communication between the systems or interfaces of buyers and suppliers, 
the simple system platform is supplemented by the Orchestra middleware as the data hub. Orchestra 
ensures optimum networking of suppliers and buyers. The channelled communication via Orchestra is a 
solution for reducing complexity and enables a more flexible and dynamic procurement process. 

At simple system, Orchestra undertakes the complete 
communication between suppliers and customers. For 
example, the importing of purchase orders into existing 
systems is fully automated. These systems can therefore 
be linked and internal buying processes within the compa-
ny are more e� icient. 

Only one (!) 
 interface for orders

Advantages at a glance:

+ Reduced complexity

+  Flexibility in linking

+  Increased e� iciency due to a central 
    ordering process

+ Optimum traceability of the procedural processes

+  Transaction security

The advantages of simple system and Orchestra can be demon-
strated by a use case. By using simple system, you as the cus-
tomer only have one back interface in your ERP system for all 
supplier orders. This means that transmission formats only have 
to be defined and agreed in a single place. The simple system 
platform 
and the Orchestra hub take care of the other processes. The ad-
vantage of this is that the company’s own IT department only has 
to monitor one interface, which means that it can respond more 
quickly to errors and troubleshooting them is far less complex. In addition, 
the information is transmitted by Orchestra to specific suppliers via electronic 
data exchange (EDI). As a result, no price di� erences can arise at the supplier later.

New options for   
 procurement processes

With Orchestra, simple system enables more convenient ordering processes and simple linking of inter-
faces via a user-friendly platform. Thanks to intelligent and agile networking, the result is processes that 
are more flexible and e� icient and o� er new options for procurement. Use your time and budget cleverly 
and e� iciently and optimise your processes together with simple system and Orchestra. 
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